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1 of 1 review helpful The WWII Switzerland None of Us Knew By Billz I collect watches and have more than a little 
interest in Switzerland where this novel takes place during the Second World War I ve always liked the Swiss for their 
strong forceful stance of neutrality in WWII but now I m not so sure The story centers around three main characters 
Billy Boyle a cop who s been recruited to work with Allen Dulles and th A murder in wartime Switzerland reveals 
Swiss complicity with the Nazis during World War IIEurope 1944 Captain Billy Boyle and his friend Lieutenant Piotr 
ldquo Kaz rdquo Kazimierz are sent to neutral Switzerland to work with the Office of Strategic Services OSS 
investigating Swiss banks that are laundering looted Nazi gold The US and Swiss governments are about to embark on 
diplomatic discussions regarding the Safehaven Protocols aimed at limitin Praise for The Devouring Suspenseful Benn 
does his usual excellent job of incorporating historical background into a fast paced plot which barely slows down on 
the way to the satisfactory resolution 
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